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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we complete our investigation of the leading twist light-cone distribution amplitudes (DAs) for lightest transversely polarized mesons with quantum numbers Jpc = 1 (pj_,
p'±), l + ~ (&ix) in the framework of QCD sum rules (SRs) with nonlocal condensates (NLC).
These DAs are important ingredients of the "factorization" formalism [1] for any hard exclusive
reactions involving p-mesons. For this reason, the DAs have been attractive for theorists for
a long time: the main points are presented in [2, 3], a detailed revised version of the standard approach is in [4], and a generalization to the next twists is in [5]. The leading twist DA
(pjp, bi (x, fi2) parameterizes the matrix elements of the tensor current with transversely polarized
p(770)- and p'(1465)-mesons {JPC = 1~)
(0 | ii(*)^d(0) | Pi_(P, A))| , = O = iff± M?>> A)Pl, - *M A)ft.) f

dx eix^

<pTpx(x,tf) + ...,
(1)

and the &i(1235)-meson {Jpc - l+~)
(0 | u(*)«vd(0) | 4+(p, A))|22=Q = fle^a/)ea(p,

A ) / jf' dx j*l»)

<&(*,M2) + • • •

(2)

(here dots represent higher-twist contributions, explicitly defined in Appendix A, see Eqs.(A.9)(A.10) and ref.[5]). In the above definitions, pv and £^(p, A) are the momentum and the polarization vector of a meson, respectively, and $j? is normalization point. In the framework of the
standard approach, one should restrict oneself to an estimate of the second moment (£2) of the
DA to restore its shape1. In other words, the variety of different DA shapes is reduced to the
1-parameter family of "admissible" DAs: tp(x\ a2) = 6x(l - x ) [l + a2Cl/2(2x - 1)1. This family
includes both the asymptotic DA (02 = 0) and Chernyak-Zhitnitsky model [2] for the pion DA
(aj'
= —2/3). For the pion case, one can think it is rather enough: most of debates (see
[2, 9, 10, 11, 12] and refs. therein) about the shape of this DA are concerned just with the value
of coefficient a2 - is it close to 0 or to a2 ? In our opinion, advocated since 1986 [9], the shape
of the pion DA is not far from the asymptotic one [6, 13, 7]. Only recently, researchers have
tried to extract the next Gegenbauer coefficient [12] and other parameters of the pion DA [14]
from experimental data. But, in general, there is no principle to exclude a more rich structure
for a hadron DA. In this case, the standard approach is definitely out of its applicability range,
and one should use more refined techniques, e.g., the QCD SRs with NLC.
This work was started in [7] where the "mixed parity" NLC SR for DAs of p- and 61-mesons,
the particles possessing different P-parity, was analyzed. We concluded that, to obtain a reliable
result, one should reduce model uncertainties due to the nonlocal gluon contribution. Separate
SRs for each P-parity channel should be preferable for this purpose, and here we construct these
"pure parity" SRs for corresponding DAs. The SR of this type possesses a low sensitivity to the
gluon model but involves contributions from higher twists2. To construct a refined, "pure parity"
SR for twist 2 DA, one must resolve the corresponding system of equations (see Appendix A). We
realize this solution using the duality transformation, introduced in our previous work [15]. The
negative parity NLC SR for the transversely polarized p-, p'-mesons works rather well and allows
us to estimate the 2-nd, 4-th, 6-th, and 8-th moments of the leading twist DAs. The positive
parity SR for the transversely polarized fti-meson can provide only the value of the 61-meson
tensor coupling, / J . We suggest the models for these DAs and check their self-consistency,
l
We should note in this respect that the standard approach could not provide a reliable estimate even for the
second moment of DA, see [6, 7, 8]
2
as was noted in [4j.

based upon both "pure" and "mixed" NLC SR. The DA shape ipj,, (x) differs noticeably from
the known one. Finally, we inspect how they can influence, the B -> pr.i/ decay form factors.
The calculation technique is the same as in [6, 7]; therefore, the corresponding details are
omitted below. But, for the readers' convenience, some important, features of the NLC SRs
approach would be briefly recalled. The approach introduced in [9] was successfully applied
for determining light meson dynamic characteristics, DAs, form factors, see, e.g. , [6, 7, 13].
The original tools of NLC SR are nonlocal objects like. M{z2) = (q(0)E{0,z)q(z)) 3 , rather
than (g(O)q(O)). NLC M{z2) can be expanded over the standard (local) condensates, (<?(0)<7(0)),
(q(0)V2q(0)}, and over"higher dimensions". So, one can come back to the standard SR by
truncating this series. But, in virtue of the truncation, one- loses an important physical property
of nonperturbative vacuum - the possibility of vacuum quarks (gluons) to flow through vacuum
with a nonzero momentum k^^ ^ 0. The parameter (A:2), fixing the average virtuality of
vacuum quarks, was estimated from the mixed condensate of dimension 5 (see Appendix B,
[6]). {kg) = A2 ~ 0.4 - 0.5 GeV2 [16, 17]. This value is of an order of the hadronic scale,
A2 ~ m2 RJ 0.6 GeV2, therefore the nonlocality effect, can be large, and it should be taken
into account in QCD SR. Since neither QCD vacuum theory exist yet, nor higher dimension
condensates are estimated, it is clear that merely the models of NLC can be suggested (Appendix
B). Here we apply the simplest ansatz to NLC [6, 7] that takes into account only the main effect
{k2.) = A2 ^ 0 and leads to the Gaussian decay for NLC, while the quantity 1/A? reveals
itself as a length of the quark-gluon correlation in QCD vacuum [C]. It is important to note
that the nonlocal character of the quark condensate was recently confirmed in direct lattice
calculations [18, 19]. The latter measurement in [19] confirms the validity of the Gaussian
ansatz (at a small distance) as well as the value of the parameter A2.

"DUALITY" TRANSFORMATION
To obtain sun rule, we start with a 2-point correlator Yl'L"''afi (q) of. tensor currents J?£.[x) =
u(x)a^u [zV)N d(x) (z is a light-like vector, z2 = 0),

n f t f (9) = ifd*x e'«*(0|T [j^+(x)J$}(0)} |0>

(3)

whose properties were partially analyzed in [3, 4, 15]. It is well known that the correlator at
N = 0 can be decomposed in invariant form factors II±, [3, 4]

n ^ ( 9 ) = n_ (,/)pr;n" + I M ^ P T " "

W

where the projectors Pi,2, obeying the projector-type relations
(Pi • Pjf"'al) = Pw<rrpp<*t>

=

SijPf"'^ (no sum over i), P1^

= 3,

(5)

are presented in Appendix A. For the general case TV 7^ 0, a similar decomposition involves 4
new independent tensors Qt; they appear dvie to a new vector z" introduced into the composite
tensor current operator,

+ K3(q2, qz)Qi^

+ Kz{q\ ^JQi"""" + K,,(q\ qz)Q^

.

(6)

.Contributions of DAs, defined in Eqs.(A.9)-(A.10), to different tensor structures in decomposition (6) are mixed, see Eqs.(A.ll)-(A,12). The most effective way to disentangle them in
3

Here £(0,2) = Pcxp(i f* dtflA^t)^)

is the? Schwinger phase factor inquired for gauge invariaiice.
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practical OPE calculations is to use explicit properties of different OPE terms under the duality
transformation D (introduced in our previous work [15]) mapping any rank-4 tensor T""'0^ to
another rank-4 tensor T\'"mi = (Dry™1* with

D7&P = T ' " V W «.<l£2 = l.

(7)

Our projectors P f ^ . / f " ;n " Ql'"-nri, Q^ : n ". Q ^ ^ . and Of/":'"' transform into each other
under the action of D:

{bitf™*
()'-°IJ

= PT"*;
/i

(^Q.)"" 1 "" = [Pi + P, - Qsr*"1 ••

<«)

{ ) ' " " - ' X l i = [P, + P 2 - g , r n d : '

(9)

We have shown in [15] that all terms in OPE could be divided into two classes, self-dual (DXgo =
-^SD) a l 'd anti-self-dual (-D-^ASD = ""-^ASD)- F° r example, the perturbat.ive term is of ASD
type, whereas the 4-quark scalar condensate! contribution to OPE is of SD type.
Below we introduce the shorthand notation for contributions of DAs to decomposition (6):
vg, vi, and v2 stand for 1~~ (pi_, p'x.)'-, a "d uo, ?xi, and it^' for I"1 C'j). see Appendix A for
details. For SD parts of OPE u; = —w;, and tho system of equations simplifies to:

= =F"1 + 112 •

i^VV

= 2

whereas for ASD parts UJ. = «j, and we have:

By these formulas, it is possible to determine />- and /)rmeson DA coiitributions of leading and
higher twists.

THE "MIXED PARITY" SUM RULE
The usual way [2, 4] to extract the moments of the function tp1 {x) appeals to a correlator
•V,o)(g2) °f currents J^^z" and J ( '^(.T)Z" denned as

the latter equality in (13) follows from (6) and Eqs.(A.7) in Appendix A. This correlator contains
the.contributions from states with different, parity, n_(f/2) and n + (r/ 2 ) (sea the analysis in [4]},
therefore, the contamination from &1-inesoii (jpr = l + ~) in tin; iihcnomenological part of the
corresponding SR is mandatory. The contamination makes it difficult to reliably extract, the
meson characteristics from this "mixed" SR.
The main feature of the theoretical part of ./(yv,o)(f/2) 'K "'•" cancel the self-dual part, represented by the four-quark condensate, in the anti-self-dual expression (13). The remaining
"condensate" parts of •/{#,()) in (13) contain the same 5 universal elements A$y(x; M2) as for
the p' J -, 7r-cases and, besides, an additional gluon contribution A'l>'a(x, M2) (see Appendix B)

that were analyzed in [7]. This term affects the values of the moments rather strong. So, here
we get rid of the four-quark condensate that, is not known very well due to a possible vaeuum
dominance violation. But, the price we pay for it is a high sensitivity to an ill-known gluon
contribution A$'G(x; M2).
The method of calculation of the NLC contributions A<I>r (x\M2) to the theoretical part
of SR is described in [6, 7]. The corrected final results are presented in Appendix B that
contains all the needed explicit expressions of A <£[•(:!:; M2} for the simplest physically motivated
Gaussian ansatz. The final SR including DAs of /v-meson and next, resonances />' and &i into the
phenomenological (left) part is as follows:

(p -* ,/) + (p -> 6.) J
2

2

:i:; M2) + A* r (a;;M 2 ) ,

(14)

where sj and sj are the effective continuum thresholds in p- and /)| -channels. Recall again that
the variation of the ill-known part of gluon contribution A<I>'6. (x: M2) can reduce the second
moment significantly [7]. In that paper, we suggest, the following naive model: instead of the
constant contribution Aip'G [x\M J = {asGG)/(6nM
) (as in the standard approach), we put

a

{x,

)-

<Pa \x>

)

l -2A

'

This simulation eliminates end-point (x = 0,1) effects due to the influence of the vacuum gluon
nonlocality inspired by the analysis in [20] and our experience in the nonlocal quark case. The
corresponding SR leads to estimate (£2)J = 0.329(11) (see Fig.2(a) ). However, this value
drastically changes, (£2}T —> 0.231(8), if we take the local expression Atp'G (x, M2) unchanged.
Therefore, the estimate (£2)^ = 0.329 contains a significant model uncertainty, and the real
value seems to be smaller.
Which prediction for this quantity can be obtained within the standard QCD SR approach?
As pne can see from Fig.2(b), the value of {i2)'lp cannot be estimated with a reasonable accuracy,
because the SR does not have real stability. Nevertheless, the authors of [4] bravely deduce
an estimate (£2)^\g&:Bl = 0-27(4). We discuss this attempt in comparison with processing other
SRs in greater detail in section 5.

THE "PURE PARITY" SUM RULES
Using the approach of Section 2, we calculate OPE terms for n T , ^1,3, and Kzq correlators and
extract the contributions to DAs of the p- and 61 -mesons. This allows us to write down the SRs
for DAs of the p- and 61-mesons separately:

i; M2) + A$v(i; M2) + A$ T (x; M2) ;
\2

Ti

\ -mi /M2

J n ,(x)e
G (i;

2

'

1 ['<> pert,

>

= 2 ] pT (x\s) a e
2

2

(15)

2
-s/M
S/M j

ds

M ) - A$ s (xi M ) + A*v(rc; M ) + A*r(x\ M2) .

(16)

where sj.b are the effective continuum thresholds in the p- and the 61-meson cases, respectively.
The perturbative spectral density ffir (x\ s) is presented in an order of O[as) in [4, 7]. Here we

also define "tilded" functions
Alr{z;M 2 ) = ]-MAdM2A$r(x;M2)

,

(17)

and the whole tensor NLC contribution

fi;M2) = A$Ti{x;M2) + A$T2(x;M2)- A$T3(x;M2).

•

(18)

The later noticably differs from the case of longitudinally polarized p-meson due to the opposite
sign of T3-term, cf. [7). The theoretical "condensate" part in (15)-(16) contains 5 elements
obtained from the same A<3>r(£; M 2 ) as for the p^-meson case, whereas the self-dual four-quark
contribution A $ s ( i ; M2) is a new element of the analysis.
These two SRs reveal a considerably lower sensitivity to the gluon condensate contribution.
To be concrete in the local limit \2 -> 0, the gluon part does not depend on the Borel parameter
M2 at all, and its relative value is 6 times as low as that in the "mixed" SR. But the price
one pays for this is high, the fidelity windows of the SRs are significantly reduced. For the
p-meson case, fidelity windows of the Borel parameters M 2 shrink to M2 = 0.7 - 1.15 GeV2
(to.be compared with M2 = 0.75 — 2.25 GeV2 in "mixed" SR) and demand one to take into
account the p'-meson explicitly. Here we cannot obtain the p'-meson mass from SR (15) because
of the enhanced perturbative spectral density (~ s; this means that the differentiated SR has a
spectral density ~ s2 and presumably, is not stable at all); instead, we use the p'-meson mass
extracted in our previous paper on the longitudinally polarized p-meson DA [7], m^ = 1496±37
MeV, rather close to the Particle Data Group value wy = 1465 ± 22 MeV [21].
In the case of ti-meson, one can analyze only the SR for the zeroth moment (decay constant
/ ^ ) of the DA (see Fig.3), the SRs for higher moments appearing to be invalid.

PROCESSING DIFFERENT SUM RULES AND COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS
We start with considering the results of processing both the types of SRs for / J . Its dependence
on the Borel parameter M2 obtained from the "mixed parity" NLC SR, Eq. (14), with SQ =
2.9 GeV2 is shown in Fig. l(a). Figure l(b) shows / J as a function of the Borel parameter M2
obtained from the "pure parity" NLC SR, Eq. (15), with s0 = 2.8 GeV2. Both kinds of SRs
are rather sensitive to the p'-meson contribution and, for this reason, they were processed with
taking it into account (see numerical results in liable 1). Solid lines correspond to the optimal
thresholds so; the dashed lines — to the curves with the 10-fold variation of x2,in (this corresponds
approximately to the 5%-variation of Sg; definition of x 2 , see in Appendix C, Eq.(C.l)). So,
one can conclude that both types of NLC SRs agree rather well about the value of fj. Note
that the presented fj is rather close to the standard estimation fj — 0.160(10) GeV [4] and
to the lattice one /£, ae( (4GeV 2 ) = 0.165(11) GeV [22], and differs significantly from the result

lj = 0.140 GeV in [23].

M'1 [GeV2]

M2 [GeV2]

Fig. 1: fj as a function of the Borel parameter M2 obtained from: (a) tlio "mixed parity" NLC SR, Eq. (14),
with so = 2.9 GeV 2 ; (b) the "pure parity" NLC SR, Eq. (15), with «„ = 2.8 GeV2. The fidelity windows for both
figures coincide with the whole depicted range of M2.

Table 1: The moments {£N)M{/''2)
at V1 ~ 1 GeV 2
(errors are depicted in brackets in a standard manner)
Type of SR

fM (lGeV 2 )

N =2

iV = 4

iV = 6

N = 8

Asympt. WF

1

0.2

0.086

0.047

0.030

0.196(6)

0.132(5)

0.089(4)
-

NLC SR Eq.(15) :

pT

0.157(5)

0.296(20)

NLC SR Eq.(14) :

pT

0.162(5)

0.329(11)

_

p

T

0.160(10)

0.304(40)"

does not work

NLC SR Eq.(15) :

prr

0.140(10)

0.086(6)

NLC SR Eq.(16) :

bj

0.184(5)

NLCSREq.(14) : b'[

0.181(5)

B&B SR :

B&B SR :

b'{

0.175(5)

0.010(1)

0.013(1)

0.022(2)

does not work

0.144(15)

dov.s not. work

Now we consider the results of processing SRs for the second moment (£ 2 )^. First, we
demonstrate the results of the "standard" approach: ({2)'p from Eq.(3.21) in [4] as a function of
M2 is shown in Fig.2(b) by a long-dashed line. This curve is not. stable in M 2 at all, therefore
the SR can provide merely a range of admissible values, 0.27 < {(.2)'1P < 0.4. As it is evident
from Fig.2, this wide window agrees reasonably with both the estimates from the "mixed" (a)
and "pure" (b) NLC SRs.
Note, the authors of [4] dealt with the quantity 02, the Gegeubauor coefficient in the expansion of DA. The second moment of DA is trivially connected with this coefficient, (f;2) =
0.2 + (12/35)o2- Using the SR of [4] for a 2 , we obtain the corresponding window, 0.2 < a 2 < 0.4,
that leads to the mean value {£ 2 ) T rgtancn = 0-30 being surprisingly close to our estimate
4
The estimate presented in this cell has been obtained by processing tin* "mixed parity" SR established in [4],
whereas in the original paper [4] this value amounts to 0.27(4).
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Fig. 2: (f'JjT as a function of the Corel parameter M* obtained from: (;i) rlic 'inixeil parity" NLC SR, Eq. (14),
with .so = 2.9 GeV 2 ; (1>) the "pure parity" NLC SR. Eq. (15). with so = 2.8 GoY". Both kinds of SRs were
processed with taking the //-meson into account, the arrows show the fidelity window (for figure (a) the window
coincides with the whole depicted range of Af1). Solid lines correspond to the optimal thresholds so. the shortdashed lines on both the figures correspond to the curves with the 10%-variation of .so (a) or of Xmin (b). The
long-dashed line in figure (h) represents the SR of Bali Braun [4].

from NLC SRs, (see Table 1). However Ball and Braun have obtained the erroneous estimate
&2 = 0.2 ± 0.1 produeing, instead, the mean value (£ 2 )' m^m = ('.27.
The curves for the next higher moments, whose estimates are presented in Table 1, have the
fidelity windows and the stability behavior similar to (£2)J(M'2) in Fig.2(b). Finally, in Fig.3,
we demonstrate a very good correspondence between the values of/),' obtained in different NLC
SRs.
0.2

(a)

SI [GeV]

0.19
0.18

——

0.17
1.25

1.5

M'z [GeV2]

A/'

2

Fig. 3: The curves fjft in M obtained from: (a) tlio "mixed parity" NLC SR (with taking the //-meson into
account with fp, defined from "pure parity" SR (15)); (b) the "pure parity" NLC SR (16). The arrows show
the fidelity window (for the right figure, the window coincides with tlic u'lioh1 depicted ran^e of A/'2). Solid lines
correspond to the optimal thresholds; the short-dashed lines on both the figures, to the curves with the 10-fold
variation of ^ l h l ; the long-dashed line on tlie right figure corresponds to the real BfcB curve.

DA MODELS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO EXCLUSIVE
PROCESSES
Possible models of DAs corresponding to the moments in Table 1 arc of tin* form
-= 1.382 [ ¥ > a »
(19)

(20)
d

{x,i?)

a

(21)

= <p *(x) (l - (0.175 ± 0.0!

where £ = 1 - 2x, C£(£) are the Gegenbauer polynomials (GP), and the norm /i2 ~ 1 GeV2
corresponds to a mean value of M2. Recall again that the value of the important coefficient
a2 = 0.29 in (19) is confirmed by 3 sources: -pure" NLC SR (IS), -mixed" NLC SR (14), and a
mean value from the "mixed" standard SR. Figures 4. 5(a) contain curves of DA corresponding

Fig. 4: The curves of tpjirnod(x, 1 GeV 2 ): (a) Solid lines correspond to the best fits for determined moments (see
Table 1); the dashed line on the left figure corresponds to the B&B curve (which fits only (f 2 )^ ~ 0.27). (b) The
rhs of Eq.(15) SKj{x, M2) in x. Solid and dashed lines here correspond to different values of Borel M2.

to px, eqs. (19), and p\ (20). The arising 3-hump shape of DA for p± drastically differs from
that obtained in [4] and from the one obtained in chiral effective theory [23].
This difference mainly appears due to the higher moments, N = 4, G, 8, involved into consideration. Nevertheless, the hump shape is not an artifact of the GP expansion series truncation.
These models really contain only 3 first GPs, meanwhile, it. is enough to reproduce all 4 moments up to N = 8. Moreover, an additionally smoothed5 rhs of the NLC SR (15) demonstrates
qualitatively the same behaviour in x (at admissible M2) as the: model DA, compare Figs. 4(a)
and (b).
Inverse moments of DAs often appear in perturbat.ive QCD predictions for exclusive reactions. The estimates for important {X~1)M moments obtained from the model DAs are presented
here6
VT{x,

1 GeV2)

r +0

dx =

i

3.6

"4

(here)
(B&B model)

(22)

dx = 2.57 ± 0.20 (here)

(23)

dx = 2.48 ± 0.20 (here)

(24)

It is useful to construct an independent SR for these inverse moments to verify the DA models
(19, 20, 21). Namely, the weighted sum C{M2) of these moments
(25)
5
6

A certain smoothing of some ^-functions in the rhs of the SR (-sc« Appendix B) is not important.
The upper error +0.4 in (22) corresponds to an overestimate (£2) = 0.329 from the "mixed" SR

can be obtained by integrating the rhs of the "mixed" NLC SR (14) with the weight 1/x. A
comparison of the function C{M2) with the corresponding combination of model estimates (22,
23, 24) obtained in different kinds of NLC SRs (mainly from the' "pure" ones) leads to an
approximate equation
+ 2.48

.4.15 + 2.57

(&

C(M2)

(26)

illustrated in Fig. 5(b).
(a)

Fig. 5: (a) The curve of <p^;m°d(x, 1 GeV 2 ) in %. (b) C(M2) as a function of M2 (solid line) determined by
Eq.(25) and integrating in x Eq.(14) in comparison with the lhs of Eq.(26) (long-dashed line). The dotted line
corresponds to ( x " ' ) p = 4.15; whereas the dashed line - to the Ihs of Eq.(26) with upper values of corresponding
moments.

As a result, one can conclude:
1. The "mixed" NLC SR is highly sensitive to b\- and p'-meson contributions, the difference in
the behavior of C(M 2 ) (solid line) and in the /^-contribution alone (dotted line) illustrates
this point.
2. The curve C(M2) lies between mean and upper estimates for the lhs of (26), so it is in reasonable agreement with the estimates (22, 23, 24). .It also demonstrates an overestimation
of DA moments in the "mixed" SR as compared to that obtained from the "pure" one.
The new DA shapes result in different pQCD predictions for exclusive reactions with the
p-meson. As an example, we re-estimate form factors V(t), Ai^{t) of the process B —> p eis,
in the framework of the light-cone SR approach. That was done earlier by Ball and Braun in
[24], [25] on the base of DAs from [4]. Our form factors are slightly higher than those in [24]
and possess a much better accuracy (compare the x 2 in (28)). The source of the difference can
be traced to the difference of the estimates like (22) for the simplest integrals. Below, the form
factor values are written at a zero momentum transfer (i = 0) as compared with B&B results:
V(0)

0.37(1)
0.35(2)

4i(0)

0.283(4)
0.27(1)

A2(0)

={

0.30(1)
0.28(1)

(here [s0 = 50 GeV2], x2 « 0.4)
([24] [s0 = 34 GeV2], x 2 « 3.4)
(here [s0 = 45 GeV2], X2 « 0.1)
([24] [,0 = 34 GeV2], x 2 * 1.1)
(here [s0 = 50 GeV2], X2 « 0.2)
([24] [so = 34 GeV2], x 2 « 1.1)

(27)

CONCLUSION
Let us summarize the main results of this paper:
1. We construct NLC SRs for DA for each P-parity channels, based on the properties of
the duality transformation. The negative parity NLC SR. for transversely polarized p, p'-mesons works rather well and allows us to estimate the 2-nd, 4-t.h, 6-th, and 8-th
moments of the leading twist DAs. The positive parity SR for the transversely polarized
6i-meson can provide only the value of the 6i-mcson lepton decay constant, ff^. It should
be emphasized that an analogous evaluation of the moments within the standard QCD SR
approach is impossible.
2. Results of processing different NLC SRs of the "pure" (see Figs, lb, 2b, 3b) and "mixed"
(see Figs, la, 2a, 3a) parity are compared, and a reasonable agreement between them is
found. The "mixed" SR in the standard version admits merely a window of possible values
of the second moment (£2) (see, e.g. , [4]); the position of the window is corrected here
and, as a result, agrees with the NLC SR results presented in Table 1.
3. The models for the leading twist DAs of the p±- and p'x-mcsons, (19,20), and of the
6i--meson, (21), are suggested. The shape of a new pj_-meson distribution (see Pig. 4a)
drastically differs from that, obtained by Ball and Braun [4] only on the basis of the value
o2 = 0.2. It should be emphasized that the Ball-Braun SR. for tin; coefficient o2, Eq.(3.20)
of [4j, produces the estimate ai = 0.3 ± 0.1.
4. We estimate important integrals appearing in perturbat.ive QCD predictions for different
exclusive reactions, (X~1)M = / ——
dx in (22)-(24), based on our results for the
Jo %
DA shapes. We check the self-consistency of these results by comparing them with those
obtained from an independent "mixed" QCD SR for the inverse moment (X~Y)M and find
an agreement.
5. Form factors of the process B —> p ev, V{0), Ai2(0) at. a zero momentum transfer are also
re-estimated in the framework of the light-cone SR approach [24] on the basis of the new
model for the />meson DAs; the results are slightly higher and have uncertainties a few
times as small as those obtained by Ball and Brann.
Finally, we can conclude that the nonlocal condensate QCD SR approach to distribution
amplitudes is self-consistent and gives reliable results. An open problem of this approach is to
determine well-established models of distribution functions ff[f) from the theory of nonperturbative QCD vacuum. First direct attempts to calculate quark NLC have been done in lattice
simulations in [18]. The "short distance" correlation length of NLC has also been extracted
later in [19]; it turns out to be reasonably close to the value of I/A, and confirms the validity of
our Gaussian NLC model.
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Appendix
A

DECOMPOSITION OF RANK-4 TENSOR n ^ "
(A.I)

V
Qp"" =

1 r

(A.2)

1

(A.3)

2 l';l

(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)

-= «i'=:""" = Qf;""" = Q f = «f:"c = 0: (A.7)
^z^Pr""

= P'F"Z = QY"Z = QVV" = -«r:""" = - ^ Y " ; P"=;"; = Q?=:*; = 0. (A.8)

Let us write down the parameterization of matrix elements of a. composite tensor current operator, see, e.g. , [25]:
(0 | d(z)<vu(0) | pL(p, A)>| vj=()

=

ifj±

|(C/,(;),X)p,, - f„(/). A)y>
+ (£,,(?', A)Zv - fw(;i, \)z,,)p2

I' ,fa V, (x)

cix^

•> 0

dx V2(x) c-iT
(0 | d(z)<T)U,u(0) | 6, (;,, A))| i 2 = ( )
(/.•!:(/, (.r) c"^''»

Here we decode our shorthand notation used in Section 2:
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(with (f{x))u = Jo &x }{xW(x)).
In the general case, the whole system of equations for different
twist DA contributions is of the following form
2{qz)Nq2

2{qz)rJql

of \NN 2 2 = + " 0 + m + " 2 ;

0

,'

„ = - " 1 -"•, :

N £
2{qz)"q

2(qz) q

'

'•

2(<yz)A if

=v2-n2

. (A.12

B ' EXPRESSIONS FOR NONLOCAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO
SUM RULES
For vacuum distribution functions /r(i/)> we use the set. of the simplest ansat/,es

/sM = i{u-\2J2) ;
/Tl2]3(Ql,a2,a3)

=

/v(,/) = /i'(,,-tf/2) ;

(B.I)

«?(<*!- Aj/2) * ( a , - A^/2) <5 ( « , - A^/2) .

(B.2)

Theiv meaning aftd relation to initial NLC's have hnm flist-.nssi-.tl in [CJ, G] The; contribtitions of
NLC's A $ r ( i , Af2) corresponding to these ansatzes are shown below; the limit, of these expressions to the standard (local) contributions <pi(x,M2)
\2 -> 0, Ai>\-(x, M2) -> Atpr(x, M2)
are also written for comparison. Hereafter A = A^/(2M 2 ), A = 1 - A:

+6(1 > A)0(A > x > A) [A + (A - 2.ri) ln(A)]} ,

(*,M2)

=

^ ( i 5 ' ( S - A ) + (i-+x)).

(s,M 2 )

=

^

•

K (x) + (x -> x)) ;

(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

(s, M 2 ) = - ^ ( 9 ( 1 > 2A) |[tf( s - 2A) - <J(:r - A)] ( ~ - 2) + 0(2A > x)l i

(x, M2)

= ^-xB(l

^

x )

'

(B 6)

-

> 2A) { f ( a ~ 2 A ) - 6(2A > *)»(* > A)(i

_a:)i

+ (x -* x),

(B.7)

(B.8)

x - A ) + fx->*)),
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(B.9)

Here As = 7rj-(\A*s'7(0)l?(0)}2; for quark and gluon condensates, we use the standard estimates
, (-0.238 GeV)», ^

^

* 0.001 GeV* [26] and A,2 =

0.4 ± 0.1 GeV2 normalized at /i2 « 1 GeV2.
Expressions for perturbative spectral density: Radiative corrections reach 10 % of the
Born result at s ~ 1 GeV2.

Here / j 2 ~ 1 GeV2 corresponds to the average value of the Borel parameter M2 in the stability
window; as flGeV2J as 0.52. We also use the 'mixed' perturbative spectral density suggested
in [27] in the 'mixed' SR:

rfT^ix,s;£,si)
C

= &"{*•,s)\ [o (sTp -s)+9 (s[ - s)] .

(B.12)

A B O U T ^ - D E F I N I T I O N IN SUM RULES

Let us discuss the definition of x2 for the SR case. We have here the function F(M2, s), and the
problem is to find the best value 50> such that F(M2,SQ) is the most close to a constant value
for "M2 < M2 < M\ (values of M2. are known and fixed from standard constraints of QCD SR,
see [26, 7] ). We define the function x 2 (s) for the curve F(M2,s) with M2 G [Ml,M%] in the
following manner:

where S = (M 2 - M2)/N, N ~ 10, and e is of an order of the last decimal digit in F(M2,s)
we are interested in (in the case of decay constant fp as 200 MeV, e ~ 1 MeV; in the case of the
second moment ((,2)p ~ 0.25, e ~ 0.01). Then, if we obtain X2(*o) ~ 1> this tells us that the
mean deviation of F(M2,so) from a constant value in the region [M2,M2] is about e. To find
the minimum value of x2 a n d the corresponding so, we used the code Mathematica.
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Бакулев А.П., Михайлов С В .
Новые формы амплитуд распределений на световом хонусе
для поперечно-поляризованных р-мезонов

Е2-2000-176

В рамках метода правил сумм КХД с нелокальными конденсатами заново анализируются амплитуды распределений ведущего твиста поперечно-поляризованных р-, р'и Ь\ -мезонов. Для получения обоснованных оценок используются различные типы правил сумм; в результате получены предсказания для 2-, 4-, 6- и 8-го моментов амплитуд
распределений поперечно-поляризованных р- и р'-мезонов и для тензорных распадных
констант /
. Подчеркивается, что результаты обработки стандартных правил сумм
ь
КХД согласуются с полученной оценкой второго момента поперечно-поляризованного
р-мезонного распределения. Построены новые модели амплитуд распределений на световом конусе для поперечно-поляризованных р- и р'-мезонов. Кратко обсуждаются феноменологические следствия предложенных моделей. Полученные результаты сравниваются с результатами Баль-Брауна (1996), в результате выявлена неполнота последних.
Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н.Н.Боголюбова
ОИЯИ.
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Bakulev A.P., Mikhailov S.V.
New Shapes of Light-Cone Distributions
of the Transversely Polarized p-Mesons

E2-2000-176

The leading twist light-cone distributions for transversely polarized p-, p'and fcj-mesons are reanalyzed in the framework of QCD sum rules with nonlocal
condensates. Using different kinds of sum rules to obtain reliable predictions, we estimate
the 2-, 4-, 6- and 8-th moments for transversely polarized p- and p'-meson distributions
and reestimate tensor couplings / p p , /, . We stress that the results of standard sum rules also
support our estimation of the second moment of the transversely polarized p-meson distribution. New models for light-cone distributions of these mesos are constructed. Phenomenological consequences from these distributions are briefly discussed. Our results are compared
with those found by Ball and Braun (1996), and the latter is shown to be incomplete.
The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical
Physics, JINR.
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